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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an audio-visual performance system
based on real-time fluid simulation. The aim is to provide
a rich environment for works which blur the boundaries be-
tween dance and instrumental performance – and sound and
visuals – while maintaining transparency for audiences and
new performers. The system uses infra-red motion tracking
to allow performers to manipulate a real-time fluid simu-
lation, which in turn provides control data for computer-
generated audio and visuals. It also provides a control
and configuration system which allows the behaviour of the
interactive system to be changed over time, enabling the
structure within which interactions take place to be ‘com-
posed’.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper an interactive audio-visual instrument based
on real-time fluid simulation is described. The motivation
for this project is to explore ways of providing intimate con-
trol of real-time sounds and visuals which are simple to un-
derstand and transparent in operation, but also rich and
complex enough to be engaging and interesting for both
performers and audiences.
The system itself was developed in collaboration with
the dance/physical theatre company Stalker Theatre, and
was used in an hour-long dance work, Encoded,1 which pre-
miered in November 2012 (figure 1). In that work, the sys-
tem was used largely as a visual instrument, but we have
more recently been working to integrate interactive audio
into our work in order to explore (and blur) the boundaries
between dance and instrumental performance.
Encoded explored how notions of digitised space alter our
perceptions of physical space. It involved the use of both
large and small scale interactive projections onto architec-
tural features of the performance space and the performers
themselves. In order to play with the boundaries between
the real-world and digital representations of the real-world,
1http://vimeo.com/55150853 (5 minute highlights);
http://vimeo.com/54920989 (full show)
.
Figure 1: Encoded in performance, November 2012.
we developed a system which uses what could be termed a
‘natural user interface’ or ‘reality-based interaction’ [3].
The term ‘natural’ is potentially controversial in this con-
text [8]. The use of this term is quite specific here. It is
used to refer to interfaces based on simulations of physi-
cal processes – interfaces which respond to user gestures in
ways which are intuitively understandable because they are
based on the laws of Newtonian physics.
Of course, simulations of physical systems have a long
history in sound synthesis, but they also have interesting
and useful characteristics when used in musical interfaces.
Momeni and Henry, for example, propose the use of phys-
ical models as an intermediate mapping layer [7], arguing
that they effectively support ‘rich and intuitive exploration’
of audio-visual synthesis and provide an ‘intrinsic link’ be-
tween sound and visuals.
The author has previously created and evaluated a se-
ries of virtual musical instruments which made use of mass-
spring models to simultaneously visualise acoustic sounds
and provide control data for audio visual synthesis [4, 5]
Mass-spring models were found to provide a good balance
between ‘legibility’ and complexity. Because they behaved
like actual physical objects, their behaviour was intuitively
understandable – performers could see that the behaviour
of the physical system was a direct and physically plausible
result of their actions. However, even very simple mass-
spring models exhibit complex, emergent behaviour which
meant that the generated sounds and visuals, while clearly a
result of the gestures of the performer, could not in practice
be precisely predicted.
William Hsu has used fluid simulations, rather than mass-
spring models, in his real-time performance systems [2]. In
his work, the fluid is manipulated by performer gestures
sensed by tablets, touchscreens or cameras, and also by
acoustic sounds. A key difference with our work is that
Hsu does not use the fluid as a source for sound generation.
Rather, sounds produced by his system are linked to the
performer’s gesture directly.
There are also a number of predominantly visual uses of
fluid simulations in interactive artworks. A common theme
in these works is the use of the fluid as a kind of liquid con-
tainer for image pixels. Works such as Graeme Murphy’s
Fluid Bodies, Mehmet Atkin’s Gold and Hsu’s Interstices
function at times as a kind of interactive mirror in which
images form and dissolve, exploring the line between rep-
resentation and abstraction. In addition, the fluid provides
an interaction mechanism which is playful and intuitively
understandable.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The overall structure of the system, primarily written in
C++ using OpenFrameworks2, and Pure Data,3 can be seen
in figure 2. The movements of the dancer are captured via
a Point Grey FireFly camera4 fitted with a visible light
filter (Lee #87), which blocks visible light while allowing
infra-red light to pass through. Infra-red lights are used
to illuminate the performance space so that the performers
can be tracked independently of the stage lighting.
Figure 2: An overview of the system.
The camera images are passed through an OpenCV5-
based optical-flow motion tracking system which tracks the
movements of pixels between frames of video [6]. We found
this approach preferable to a more complex ‘blob track-
ing’ system which attempts to identify and group together
coherent regions of moving pixels, because it was more re-
sponsive and also less prone to error. The blob-tracking
system ran into difficulty when the blobs it was attempting
to track changed size or shape, resulting in less predictable,
non-intuitive behaviour.
The pixel movements identified by the motion tracking
system were linked to a real-time fluid simulation, a mod-
ified version of MSAFluid by Mehmet Atken.6 The move-
ments of the performers’ bodies effectively ‘stirs’ the fluid
and may also add particles and/or colour to it. The fluid
simulation is extremely flexible and there are numerous pa-
rameters which can be adjusted during performance. These
include parameters which affect the response of the fluid
simulation to dancers’ movements (viscosity, for example)
as well as settings which affect how the fluid is visualised
(eg. colour or black and white, particles or lines, etc). All
settings are set from a Pure Data patch which sends Open
2http://www.openframeworks.cc/
3http://puredata.info/
4http://www.ptgrey.com/
5http://opencv.org/
6http://www.memo.tv/msafluid/
Sound Control (OSC) [14] control messages to the fluid sim-
ulation. This allows parameters for multiple fluid simula-
tions to be set from a single controller. This is important
as for some performances we have had up to seven separate
instances of the fluid system running on separate computers
simultaneously.
2.1 Audio Synthesis
In order to bring sound to what was previously a purely vi-
sual interactive system, it was of course necessary to decide
how exactly to map the state of the fluid simulation to audio
synthesis parameters. The simulation is realised by break-
ing the fluid up into a grid of cells (we have been using a
150 x 116 grid) which store velocity and density values [13].
While this is a rich source of information about the state of
the fluid, it is also a large amount of data to manage at 60
frames per second. Our solution was to simply average the
velocity values of neighbouring cells so that the simulation
output a more manageable 400 values each frame.
We found even this to be too much data to effectively
transmit over OSC to Pure Data (our preferred audio pro-
cessing environment), so ofxPd,7 an OpenFrameworks add-
on by Dan Wilcox which wraps an instance of the Pure
Data audio environment inside an OpenFrameworks appli-
cation, was used. This meant that the fluid simulation state
information passed directly to our Pure Data audio patch
without having to pass through the network stack.
Our first approach to creating live audio with the fluid
simulation was to map the averaged velocity values of the
cells to the gains of band-pass filters in a filter bank (fig-
ure 3). Pre-recorded audio files were then passed through
the fluid-simulation-controlled filter bank. Using this tech-
nique a wide range of sounds could reliably be produced
and affected by the movements of performers. However, the
fact that movement in particular regions of the fluid simu-
lation always produced sounds with particular frequencies
(eg. high sounds to left of screen, low sounds to the right,
etc) quickly became tedious. We sought a richer sound space
and more complex and subtle mappings.
Figure 3: Initial mapping of fluid cell velocities to
filter frequencies.
For this reason, for the next iteration we chose to use tech-
niques from concatenative synthesis [10, 15, 11] to create a
sound space which was controlled by the fluid simulation.
The sound synthesis system, based on the timbreID toolkit
for Pure Data [1], first analyses an audio file to identify
sound onsets/attacks. A short segment of audio at each
onset, the size of which is adjustable but typically set to
around 2000 samples, is analysed to produce a set of Bark
frequency cepstrum coefficients – perceptual descriptors of
the timbre of the attacks. The timbreId external is then
used to reorder the attacks so that sounds are grouped to-
gether by timbral similarity.
The first 400 segments of audio, now grouped together
by timbral similarity, are used as the source for a granular
synthesis engine. Each audio segment (grain) plays contin-
ually, at a volume set by the velocity of fluid in associated
7https://github.com/danomatika/ofxPd
cells of the simulation (figure 4). Additionally, grain size
and a random ‘deviation factor’ (amount of delay between
grain playback loops) [9] can be set via sliders on the user
interface.
Effectively, this means that the fluid is broken up into
a grid of 400 cells, each with their own velocity, which is
affected by the gestures of the performer. The velocity of
each cell is mapped to the volume of an individual synth
unit which continuously outputs a looped sample from a
pre-analysed sound file. Because the samples have been
grouped together by timbral similarity, the effect is that
neighbouring regions of the fluid generate similar sounds.
Figure 4: Mapping fluid simulation cell velocities to
granular synthesis.
This basic approach to creating and exploring a sound
space draws on the approach taken by CataRT [12], al-
though simplified in the sense that while perceptually sim-
ilar sounds are grouped together, they are uniformly dis-
tributed over the 2D grid of fluid simulation cells, rather
than being positioned closer together or further apart based
on their degree of similarity.
The granular/concatenative approach to audio allows a
broader range of sounds to be produced, and the links be-
tween gesture and sound can be richer and more complex
than we were able to achieve using the simpler filter-bank
approach. Any audio file can be loaded into the synthesis
engine, analysed and then played back via the fluid simula-
tion, so the range of sounds produced is essentially unlim-
ited. In addition, the system allows for the results of the
audio analysis to be saved and reloaded. This means that
it is possible to load and transition between any number
of sound spaces during performance, allowing the sounds
produced by the system to change significantly over time if
desired.
2.2 Incorporating Acoustic Sounds
Ultimately, the system we have developed will be used in
performances which include vocalists and musicians playing
acoustic instruments For this reason we wanted to explore
ways of incorporating these acoustic sounds into the fluid
instrument. The primary mechanism which was devised for
this was to bring the live acoustic sounds into the granular
synthesis system. This technique works as follows:
1. The number of audio snippets to be recorded (up to
the maximum of 400) is specified and recording is trig-
gered.
2. The cells in the fluid simulation with the highest ve-
locity are sent to the audio patch.
3. The audio patch records the specified number of audio
snippets into the grains which are associated with the
cells identified in step 2.
The live audio recorded in this way is not analysed using
timbreId, primarily because we wished to maintain a strong
relationship between gesture and sound during recording. If
a live sound was analysed and then associated with a fluid
simulation cell which was not currently active then the im-
mediate effect of the live sound on the fluid may not be
apparent. However, if instead it is associated with a cell
which is active (because it is being affected by the move-
ments of performers) then the recorded sound is likely to be
immediately heard. We feel that this behaviour is likely to
be more comprehensible to performers and audiences.
2.3 Fluid Manipulation Objects
For previous versions of Encoded, the movement of the fluid
is affected only by physical gestures of dancers. This was
intended to ensure that the human performers were the au-
dience’s primary focus, with the system playing a supportive
role, and avoid a situation where the system distracted the
audience with technical ‘magic’ which was unrelated to the
performers’ actions. As can be seen in the video, this meant
that while performers were aware of the fluid and at times
approached it instrumentally, the interaction was predomi-
nantly ‘ornamental’ [5, 4], in that the fluid augmented and
supported their movements without significantly affecting
them during performance.
While we wanted to retain a clear link between performer
actions and the behaviour of the interactive system, and to
continue to support instrumental and ornamental interac-
tions, we were keen to explore ways of encouraging more
complex, ‘conversational’ interactions to develop. In addi-
tion to linking the fluid behaviour to sounds, as discussed in
previous sections, we therefore added an additional mech-
anism for affecting fluid behaviour: fluid manipulation ob-
jects. These are objects that can be positioned in the fluid
simulation and add forces at their position. The manipu-
lation objects are placed in the fluid simulation using the
mouse and keyboard. Once in place they can be moved
around directly with the mouse. Alternatively they can be
coupled to particles in the fluid simulation, in which case
they will flow about the screen in response to gestures.
Once the manipulation objects are in place they can be
set to apply attractive or repulsive forces to the fluid at
their location. The objects may be also be set to pulse, in
which case the forces ramp up and down at an adjustable
rate. Finally, they may be linked to audio, in which case
the volume of incoming audio sets the level of force to be
applied to the fluid. Using this mechanism, acoustic mu-
sicians, for example, can poke and prod the fluid with the
sound of their instruments. This is particularly effective
when a manipulation object linked to audio is used in con-
junction with the live audio recording feature described in
section 2.2.
2.4 Control System
The large number of parameters which affect the behaviour
of the fluid simulation and associated visualisations and
sonifications mean that the overall system provides an ex-
tensive expressive pallet. This, of course, is desirable, but
maintaining some degree of control over the system during
performance requires practical features such as the ability
to save parameters into presets which can be loaded quickly
during performance, and methods to smoothly transition
between states.
This is provided by a relatively simple run-show system
consisting of a set of Pure Data patches which send OSC
messages to the fluid simulation. The patches allow all pa-
rameters to be saved so that effective states can be easily
reloaded during performances. In addition, gradual tran-
sitions between states can be triggered by specifying that
parameters ramp to preset values over a particular time pe-
riod. Thus it may be specified that the preset ‘scene 2’ be
transitioned to over a period of 15 seconds for example. If
greater control is desired, it is possible to specify that cer-
tain parameters change at different rates: viscosity might
transition to a new value over 10 seconds, while a new audio
file is loaded after only 2 seconds, for example.
We noticed that as Encoded developed the amount of
improvisation during rehearsals gradually decreased. Ex-
tensive improvisation did, however, occur during the early
stages. Successful elements which worked well during devel-
opment workshops were video recorded and saved as presets
and then polished for inclusion in later performances. As
effective fluid simulation states gradually became part of
the final show, it became desirable for control of the system
to be given to choreographers and the director. A simple
TouchOSC8 layout was created and used in final stage re-
hearsals and performances. The TouchOSC controller was
also used to control other software used during performance,
providing a unified control system for the full show.
3. CONCLUSION
This paper outlines our attempts at creating an interactive
system which blurs the boundaries between instrumental
performance and dance, and between sounds and visuals.
The system we have devised is centred on a real-time fluid
simulation which we believe offers intuitive controllability
and transparency of operation, while providing behaviours
of sufficient richness and complexity to sustain a large-scale
performance. The visual components of the system have
been successfully used in an hour-long dance performance,
but the audio aspects of the system are new and still being
refined.
With this technical foundation in place we plan to further
develop and refine this system in performance. Areas for
further exploration include considering more sophisticated
layouts of the sound grains in the fluid space and finding
which source sounds are most effective for this kind of work.
In addition, we have conducted a series of interviews with
the performers, choreographers and other creative and tech-
nical staff involved in Encoded about their experiences with
the original (visual only) fluid system during creative devel-
opment, rehearsals and performances. The next round of
interviews will focus on the introduction of audio and the
impacts that it has on performers’ experiences and prac-
tices.
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